Abstract. We consider the message complexity of achieving consensus in synchronous anonymous message passing systems. Unlabeled processors (nodes) communicate through links of a network. In each round every processor can exchange messages with all neighbors and the duration of each transmission is one round. An adversary wakes up some subset of processors at possibly different times and assigns them arbitrary numerical input values. All other processors are dormant and do not have input values. Any message wakes up a dormant processor. The goal of consensus is to wake up all processors and have them agree on one of the input values. We seek deterministic consensus algorithms using as few messages as possible. As opposed to most of the literature on consensus, the difficulty of our scenario are not faults (we assume that the network is fault-free) but the arbitrary network topology combined with the anonymity of nodes. For unknown n-node networks we show a consensus algorithm using O(n 2 ) messages; this complexity is optimal for this class. We show that if the network is known, then the complexity of consensus decreases significantly. Our main contribution is an algorithm that uses O(n 3/2 log 2 n) messages on any n-node network and we show that some networks require Ω(n log n) messages to achieve consensus. We also observe that availability of distinct labels of nodes helps to improve complexity of consensus for known networks but has no effect for the class of unknown networks. Indeed, even with labeled nodes, Ω(n 2 ) messages are sometimes necessary if the network is unknown but for known labeled networks consensus can be always achieved with O(n) messages.
Introduction

The problem and the model
Consensus is one of the fundamental problems in distributed computing. In this paper we consider a generalized version of consensus in synchronous anonymous message passing systems. Processors communicate through links of a network, modeled as an undirected connected graph. Nodes of this network represent processors, and we use terms "processor" and "node" as synonyms. We assume that nodes are unlabeled. It is desirable to be able to achieve consensus without relying on labels of processors because the latter may refrain from revealing their identities, due to privacy or security reasons. On the other hand, ports at each node of degree δ are labeled 1, . . . , δ, but no coherence between these labelings is assumed. Nodes are equipped with local clocks that tick at the same rate, in synchronous rounds. An adversary wakes up some subset of nodes at possibly different rounds and assigns them arbitrary numerical input values. All other nodes are dormant and do not have input values. The local clock of every awake node is initialized to 0 at its wake-up round. In each round every awake node can exchange messages with all neighbors, and the duration of each transmission is one round. Any message wakes up a dormant node. The goal of consensus is to wake up all nodes and have them agree on exactly one of the input values in the same round; all nodes have to be aware when this is done. As opposed to most of the literature on consensus, the difficulty of our scenario are not faults (we assume that the network is fault-free) but the arbitrary network topology combined with the anonymity of nodes.
Note that, in a fault-free environment, this version of consensus is more general and has a stronger requirement than the usual formulation. First, the adversary can wake up only some processors and may do this at different times, whereas in the classic version [21] all processors are active from the beginning. Second, we require that consensus be made on one of the input values, whereas the classic validity condition only stipulates that this be the case if all input values are identical. Third, consensus has to be achieved by all processors in the same round, which is not required in the classic version. As will be seen, all our positive results concern this stronger, more general version, while our negative results are valid even for the classic, weaker version.
We consider two scenarios: that of ad-hoc (i.e., unknown) and that of known networks. In the scenario of unknown networks the only knowledge that nodes have about the network is a linear upper bound on the number of its nodes. Note that without knowing any bound on the size of the network, consensus is impossible even in an oriented ring. Indeed, due to anonymity, nodes cannot distinguish if they are in a small or in a large ring. At some point each node must make a decision and it is easy to construct an instance with a large ring, where two remote groups of nodes make incompatible decisions before communicating. In the scenario of known networks, every node is provided with a map of the network, which is an isomorphic copy of it containing all port numbers, with the location of the given node marked in the map. Note that, due to the lack of node labels, if the network has non-trivial automorphisms preserving port numbers, then it is impossible to distinguish between isomorphic nodes in the map.
A problem related to consensus is that of establishing global time. In our setting, clocks of all awake nodes tick at the same rate but they do not necessarily show the same round number; instead, the clock at each node shows the number of rounds since the wake-up of this node. This is sometimes called local synchronization [17] . Establishing global time (or achieving global synchronization) consists in waking up all nodes and having all their clocks show the same round number. All nodes must be aware when this happens. These two levels of synchrony of the system have been previously studied in various contexts and it turns out that global synchronization is much more powerful than local synchronization.
Our results
We seek deterministic consensus algorithms using as few messages as possible. For unknown n-node networks we show a consensus algorithm using O(n 2 ) messages. This complexity is optimal for this class: indeed, if the network is unknown to nodes, some networks require Ω(n 2 ) messages for consensus. We show that if the network is known, then the complexity of consensus decreases significantly. Our main contribution is an algorithm that uses O(n 3/2 log 2 n) messages on any n-node network and we show that some networks require Ω(n log n) messages to achieve consensus. We also observe that the availability of distinct labels of nodes helps to improve complexity of consensus for known networks but has no effect for the class of unknown networks. Indeed, even with labeled nodes, Ω(n 2 ) messages are sometimes necessary if the network is unknown but for known labeled networks consensus can be always achieved with O(n) messages.
The main challenge in achieving low message complexity of consensus in anonymous systems is that nodes woken up by the adversary behave identically in highly symmetric networks and thus may collectively send many messages before communicating and coordinating their actions. Our algorithmic techniques for known networks use careful pruning of the subnetworks informed by some nodes and stopping the growth of subnetworks informed by others, depending on their age in the network and on their input value.
Our results also imply the same complexity bounds for the problem of global synchronization in locally synchronized systems with arbitrary wake up times. To get the upper bounds, our algorithms can be transformed as follows. Since our requirement for consensus stipulates that all nodes must be awake and agree on one of the input values in the same round, we can run the respective consensus algorithm with all input values 0 and use the round when consensus is achieved to reset all clocks to 0, thus achieving global synchronization. For the lower bounds, we indicate in each case how the argument should be modified to work for the global synchronization problem.
Due to lack of space, proofs of several results are omitted and will appear in the full version of the paper.
Related work
Consensus is a classic problem in distributed computing, mostly studied assuming that processes communicate by shared variables or through message passing networks [4, 21] . Most of the literature on consensus concerns the presence of processor faults, that can be either crash or Byzantine, starting from the seminal paper [22] ; see the recent book [23] for a comprehensive survey. In [18] the authors showed a randomized consensus for crash faults with optimal communication complexity. In [11] , feasibility and complexity of consensus in a multiple access channel (MAC) with simultaneous wake-up and crash failures were studied in the context of different collision detectors. Consensus (without faults) in a MAC with different wake-up times was studied in [15] . The authors also investigated the impact of global synchronization on the time efficiency of consensus. It should be noted that communication through a MAC significantly differs from our setting. First, the underlying topology of the MAC is a complete graph, unlike in our case where the topology is arbitrary. Second, one of the main problems in a MAC are message collisions that do not occur in message passing systems (cf. [6] ) for which we investigate consensus. Consensus in the quantum setting has been studied, e.g., in [10] .
The differences between local and global synchronization for the wake-up problem were first studied in [17] and then in [8, 9, 14] . The communication model used in these papers was that of radio networks in which the main challenge are collisions between simultaneously received messages. Global synchronization is often used in the study of broadcasting in radio networks (cf. [7, 14] ).
Computability in anonymous networks and feasibility of various distributed tasks performed using message exchange in anonymous networks have been studied, e.g., in [1, 5, 13, 19, 20, [24] [25] [26] for arbitrary network topologies, and in [2, 3, 16] for rings. To the best of our knowledge, the present paper is the first to study communication complexity of consensus in arbitrary anonymous networks.
Unknown networks
In this section we assume that nodes of the network do not know its topology but only have a linear bound N on the total number n of nodes. We first show a consensus algorithm that uses O(n 2 ) messages.
Algorithm Flooding-with-Delays
Messages circulating in the network have signatures which are pairs (age, value), where age is a counter set to 0 when the node initially sending the message is woken up, and incremented by 1 in each round; value is the input value of the node initially sending the message. Signatures are ordered lexicographically. (In each round the signature of a message changes, as its age is incremented.) Any node of degree δ woken up by the adversary creates a message µ with signature (0, val), where val is its input value. It also switches on its termination counter initialized at 0, that increments by 1 in each round. The node waits δ rounds. If during this waiting time it does not obtain any message of larger signature than the current signature of µ, it sends µ with its current signature to all its neighbors. A node of degree δ that obtains a message ν whose signature is larger than current signatures of all messages it has seen previously, resets its termination counter to 0 and switches on its delay counter initialized to 0. Recall that both counters increment by 1 at each round. The node waits δ rounds and if it does not obtain any message of larger signature than the current signature of ν during this waiting time, it relays message ν on all incident links. If during the waiting period some message of larger signature arrives, the delay counter and the termination counter are reset to 0 and waiting δ rounds for relay restarts. In the round when the termination counter gets to 4N −a, where a is the age in the largest signature of any received message at its reception time, the node terminates executing the algorithm and decides on the value in this signature.
In order to prove the correctness and analyze the complexity of Algorithm Flooding-with-Delays we will use the following well known combinatorial lemma. Proof. Consider a message µ having the largest signature and let t be the time when nodes creating message µ are woken-up by the adversary. Message µ is received by all nodes in the network within time t + 4n. Indeed, since no message with a signature larger than the one of µ exists in the network, any node of degree δ that receives message µ at time t for the first time forwards it to all its neighbors at time t + δ. By Lemma 1 the sum of the degrees of nodes in a shortest path between any two nodes u and v is bounded by 3n and any simple path between two nodes is bounded by n − 1.
The correctness of the algorithm follows from the fact that all nodes agree on the value in the largest signature of a message they have ever seen and that by the time of the decision each node has seen this message. The way nodes use their termination counter guarantees that the decision is made by all nodes in the same round.
It remains to estimate the message complexity of the algorithm. A node of degree δ sends at most δ messages in any segment of δ rounds. Hence the amortized number of messages per round sent by any node is at most 1. The duration of the entire algorithm is at most 4n rounds, hence the total number of messages is at most 4n 2 .
It should be noted that waiting periods while flooding are a crucial tool to decrease message complexity in our algorithm. The following example shows that simple flooding without waiting can result in message complexity Ω(n 3 ) for some networks. Let n = 4x and consider the n-node network composed of a path (v 1 , w 1 , v 2 , w 2 , . . . , v x , w x ) of 2x nodes, whose extremity w x is adjacent to x nodes forming the set S, each of which is in turn adjacent to x nodes forming the set T (the graph induced by S and T is complete bipartite). If the adversary wakes up node v i in round i of some global time (unknown to nodes), for i = 1, . . . , x, then node w x would relay all the messages initiated at these nodes, one after another, which would result in all nodes from S relaying all these messages to all nodes from T . The total number of messages would then be Ω(n 3 ). We now show that it is impossible to improve the complexity O(n 2 ) of Algorithm Flooding-with-Delays for the entire class of n-node networks, if the topology is unknown to nodes. Proposition 1. For any consensus algorithm working correctly for all n-node connected networks without knowledge of topology, there exists an n-node connected network for any positive integer n, on which this algorithm requires Ω(n 2 ) messages.
Proof. For simplicity we assume that n is divisible by 4. We give a proof of this proposition that holds also for the classic (weaker) version of the consensus problem. In fact, we prove that Ω(n 2 ) messages are needed for the clique, even if nodes know that they are in the clique, as long as the arrangement of port numbers is unknown to nodes.
Consider any consensus algorithm A for the n-node clique. The port numbers will be assigned by the adversary in such a way that for every edge the port numbers at both endpoints of the edge are equal. We will call this common port number the color of the edge.
Without loss of generality we may assume that any node that sends a message according to algorithm A appends to it its entire history, consisting of its input value and of the sequence of all messages received in each round since its wake-up (some of the messages could be empty), together with the color of the edge on which each message was received. Suppose that all nodes are woken up simultaneously by the adversary and each node is given value 0 or 1. The edge color on which each node sends its first message, before it got any message, depends only on its input value. Suppose that this color is i 1 for nodes with input value 0. Now suppose that integers i 1 , . . . , i r have been defined. We define the integer i r+1 as the (r + 1)-st edge color on which a node v with input value 0 sends a message, if it has the following history: in every round in which it sent a message on edge color i, it received a message from its neighbor w on this edge color and the history of w before this round is exactly the same as the history of v. Similarly we define by induction integers j 1 , j 2 . . . , with the only difference that in the definition input value 0 is replaced by 1. A similar coloring is done in the set Y using colors j 1 , j 2 . . . instead of i 1 , i 2 . . . , and then the adversary colors all other edges arbitrarily. (Notice that the subgraphs induced by the node sets X and Y are fully symmetric.) We claim that in this scenario at least m 2 messages have to be sent. Suppose not. By induction on the round number, all nodes in X have identical history until the round in which they send a message on an edge of color i m , and all nodes in Y have identical history until the round in which they send a message on an edge of color j m . Hence, by the definition of numbers i 1 , i 2 . . . and j 1 , j 2 . . . , the order of colors on which nodes from X and Y send messages (disregarding repetitions of already used colors) is i 1 , i 2 . . . and j 1 , j 2 . . . , respectively. Since we assumed that fewer than m 2 messages were sent, none of the nodes in X could get to sending a message on an edge of color i m and none of the nodes in Y could get to sending a message on an edge of color j m . It follows that no communication occurred between any node of X and any node of Y . Suppose that algorithm A reaches consensus on input value 1 in scenario σ (the case of input value 0 is symmetric and thus omitted from the proof). Now consider the scenario σ 0 in which all nodes have input value 0. In this scenario, the adversary assigns edge colors according to the sequence i 1 , i 2 , . . . to both sets X and Y . Nodes in X and Y , however, have the exact same history in scenario σ 0 as nodes in X in scenario σ, up to the round when they have to reach consensus on input value 1. Hence, all nodes would reach consensus on input value 1 in scenario σ 0 as well, which contradicts validity, as all nodes in scenario σ 0 have input value 0.
In the case when n is not divisible by 4, the proof can be easily adapted using an n − (n mod 4) node clique as before, using the remaining (n mod 4) nodes as dummy nodes that are left dormant by the adversary. Each node in partitions X and Y of the clique is connected to the dummy nodes by ports that are not in {i 1 , . . . , i m } ∪ {j 1 , . . . , j m }. Port numbers at the dummy nodes are arbitrary.
The following simple modification of the above proof allows to get the same lower bound for global synchronization. The adversary wakes up simultaneously only nodes of the set X. The same argument shows that Ω(n 2 ) messages have to be sent before any node in Y is woken up.
Known networks
In this section we assume that each node is provided with a map of the network, which is an isomorphic copy of it containing all port numbers, with the location of the given node marked in the map. We will show that in this setting the complexity of consensus decreases significantly with respect to the scenario of unknown networks. We start considering fully symmetric networks, and we later extend our algorithm to handle arbitrary networks.
Fully symmetric networks
Algorithm Span-and-Prune, presented below, achieves consensus in fully symmetric networks. In any such network G, for any pair of nodes u, v, there exists a port-preserving automorphism of G that carries u to v. Hence different behavior of nodes can only occur if the histories of these nodes are different, which may be caused by different wake-up times or input values. The overall idea of our algorithm is to first find a sparse spanner of the network, using the available map, and then grow a spanning forest of this spanner, where each tree is rooted at a node awaken by the adversary. The reason why we grow a forest instead of a single tree is that two trees rooted at nodes having the same value and the same wake-up time may be perfectly symmetric, making it impossible to chose which one should be killed and which one should survive. At the end, every node is in some tree, such that all roots have the same input value and the same wake-up time. All nodes terminate in the same round, agreeing on this input value. We start with the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let G be a fully symmetric connected n-node graph. Then there exists a fully symmetric connected spanning subgraph G of G with at most n log n edges.
Lemma 2 implies that it is always possible to fix a permutation π of port numbers that results in the construction of a fully symmetric, connected spanning subgraph G of G, when the first log n ports are selected by each node. Hence from now on we can assume that nodes of G have degree bounded by log n . Similarly as in Algorithm Flooding-with-Delays, messages sent by nodes during the execution of Algorithm Span-and-Prune have signatures which are pairs (age, value). As before, age is a counter set to 0 when the node initially sending the message is woken up, and incremented by 1 in each round, and value is the input value of the node initially sending the message. Signatures of different messages are compared lexicographically based on their current age.
Define the code of a path P = (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k ) in the graph G as the sequence (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k ), where p i is the port number at node v i , corresponding to the edge (v i , v i+1 ) in P .
Define a spanning tree T d of G, rooted at a node u, according to the following rule.
Rule 1 Let P be the path in T d connecting node u to a node v, and let (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k ) be the code of P . Then P is a shortest path between u and v in G and (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k ) is the lexicographically smallest code of any shortest path connecting u to v.
Notice that Rule 1 defines a unique spanning tree rooted at u, for any node u, i.e., the spanning tree corresponding to a breadth-first search performed following the increasing order of port numbers.
Each node v in the tree T d , rooted at node u, is assigned a unique number r u (v), in [0, n − 1], according to the following rule.
Rule 2 r u (v) < r u (v ), if and only if, the path P connecting u to v in T d is shorter than the path P connecting u to v in T d , or P and P have the same length but the code of P is lexicographically smaller than the code of P .
The assignment of ranks to nodes in T d is performed according to a breadth-first visit of the tree, visiting children in increasing order of port numbers. Notice that neither the removal of edges that bounds node degrees in G by log n nor the design of the spanning trees and local numbering of nodes require any message exchange, as both tasks can be performed independently by each node using the map.
Algorithm Span-and-Prune
Any node u woken up by the adversary computes the permutation π, designs the spanning tree T d rooted at u, computes ranks of all nodes in T d , and initializes its age counter to 0.
Algorithm Span-and-Prune proceeds in phases. Each phase lasts 2n 2 rounds and is divided in two parts: Part 1 uses rounds from 1 to n 2 and Part 2 uses rounds from n 2 +1 to 2n 2 . In phase i, the root u having a designed tree T d tries to conquer all nodes in T d having ranks in [ 
. When a node v is conquered, it becomes part of the conquered tree T c of u. If node u is unable to conquer some node v during a phase, either its designed tree T d is pruned or it is completely destroyed. Pruning is done when the conquest of node v failed because v has been already included in a tree T c of another node u , whose messages have the same signature as those of u. After pruning, the whole subtree rooted in v is removed from T d . The tree T d is destroyed when it meets another tree rooted at a node whose messages have larger signatures. Note that different nodes in the network could be running different phases (or different rounds of the same phase), due to different activation times. Part 1. Rounds from 1 to n 2 of phase i are used to try to conquer nodes having ranks in [2 i−1 , 2 i − 1]. In particular, if r u (v) = 2 i−1 + j and the parent w of v in T d is in T c , then a conquer message is sent from w to v in round nj + 1, unless node w received a message with a larger signature than those originated by tree T c in some previous round. Conquer messages contain the subtree of T d rooted at the node to be conquered, annotated with node ranks. Node v is included in T c if the signature of the message it receives from w is the largest it has ever received. If by the time when it receives the message from w, node v already received a message with a larger signature (i.e., either it received it in some previous round, or in the same round as the message from w), it notifies w that tree T c must be destroyed, by sending it a kill message. If node v already belongs to a tree T c whose messages have the same signature as those from tree T c , it notifies w that the conquest of v by tree T c failed. This is done by sending a prune message from v to w. Both the sender and the receiver of a prune message save the edge connecting them in memory, calling it a connecting edge. As a consequence of the failed conquest of node v, the tree T d is pruned by removing the entire subtree rooted at v. Here we are not specifying how to give precedence to conquer messages coming from trees with the same signature in the same round. The omission is legitimate since we can prove that this event is impossible.
If a node v in a tree T c is subsequently conquered by a tree T c (whose messages have a larger signature), node v reports this event in the following round by sending a kill message to all its neighbors in T c and through all its connecting edges. Then it removes the connecting edges from its memory. A node that receives for the first time in some round a kill message having a signature larger than the one of its tree T c , relays this message in the following round to all its neighbors in T c and to all its connecting edges. Then it removes the connecting edges from its memory.
In Part 2 of each phase only kill messages are transmitted. A node terminates executing the algorithm and decides on the value from the signature of messages coming from the root of the tree to which it belongs, when the age in the signature of these messages reaches 2n 2 log n .
In order to prove the correctness of Algorithm Span-and-Prune we will use the following lemma. Theorem 2. Algorithm Span-and-Prune reaches consensus, in an arbitrary fully symmetric n-node network G, exactly after 2n 2 log n rounds.
Proof. By Lemma 3, after 2n 2 log n rounds, each node belongs to a tree T c rooted at a node that generates messages with the largest signature. Hence all nodes terminate in the same round, and agree on the input value in this signature.
The rest of this subsection is devoted to the analysis of the communication complexity of Algorithm Span-and-Prune.
Consider a round t on the global clock of the adversary (t is unknown to the nodes). Two conquered trees T c and T c met if one tried to conquer a node already conquered by the other in a round t ≤ t. A component is a forest of conquered trees. Two trees T c and T c belong to the same component, if and only if, their roots have the same signature s and there exists a sequence (T c , T 1 , . . . , T c ) of trees with signature s such that consecutive trees in this sequence met. Two components are separated, if no tree inside one component met a tree inside the other. The set of edges of a component is the union of all edges of the trees inside the component, together with connecting edges (traversed by messages that made pair of trees inside the component meet). We say that a component is alive in round t, if none of its trees met a tree whose messages have a larger signature. A component is dying in round t, if one or more of its trees met a tree whose messages have a larger signature. A component is dead when all its nodes have received a kill message. Since kill messages flood a component in at most n rounds, a component that is dying in a round i becomes dead by round i + n.
Lemma 4. The total number of messages sent in an execution of Algorithm Span-and-Prune in an n-node fully symmetric network G is in O(n 3/2 log 2 n).
Proof. We will show that, for some constant c and an arbitrary round t (on the global clock of the adversary), at most cn 3/2 log n messages are sent in G in rounds [t, t + n 2 ). Since Algorithm Span-and-Prune terminates in O(n 2 log n) rounds, this implies the lemma.
Fix a round t and consider a snapshot of the network G in this round. Since components that were already dead in round t do not generate any messages in subsequent rounds, all messages sent in rounds [t, t + n 2 ) are either due to dying components or to alive components. Claim 1. The number of messages sent in the network G in rounds [t, t + n 2 ) due to dying components is in O(n log n).
Proof of Claim 1. Let D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D h be the dying components in round t. Since a dying component becomes dead within n rounds, all dying components were separated in round t − n. In n rounds, a component can conquer at most as many nodes as its size. Indeed, each tree inside the component can only conquer one node in n rounds and there cannot be more trees than nodes inside a component. Hence
Notice that the sum of sizes of dying components can grow above n, since nodes conquered by other trees are still counted in the dying component. Assume that each of the trees in the dying components conquers a new node before becoming dead. Hence the total number of nodes that the dying components can conquer before all of them die is bounded by 3n. The number of messages sent in the network in rounds [t, t + n 2 ) due to dying components is given by the sum of the number of messages sent for expanding these components plus the sum of the number of messages sent for killing them. Conquering one node for each tree costs as many messages as the number of trees. Hence at most n messages can be sent for conquering new nodes. Each node whose conquest failed would send either a kill or a prune message, for at most n additional messages.
Kill messages for a given component can travel at most twice along each edge of the component. Since the sum of numbers of dying components edges is bounded by 3n log n, at most 6n log n kill messages can be sent due to dying components, which completes the proof of the claim.
Claim 2. The number of messages sent in the network G in rounds [t, t + n 2 ) due to alive components is in O(n 3/2 log n).
Proof of Claim 2. Let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k be the alive components in round t. Let φ i be the last phase whose Part 1 was completed by component S i in round t. Hence each round in the segment [t, t + n 2 ) is either in Part 2 of phase φ i or in phase φ i + 1, for component S i . If S i and S j are two distinct components whose nodes have the same signature, then S i and S j are separated by definition. If a tree in one component met a tree in another component whose nodes have a different signature, then one of the two components would be dying in round t. It follows that components S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k are pairwise separated. Hence
φi . Indeed, a single tree T c in S i would have grown to size 2 φi and any node that T c failed to conquer must be in another tree T c ∈ S i .
LetŜ i be the set of nodes conquered by S i by round t + n 2 . Clearly |Ŝ i | ≤ n, since no component can grow outside of the graph G. Moreover,
Indeed, each tree T c in S i can grow at most to size 2 φi+1 during phase φ i + 1 and there are at most |S i | trees in S i . Let S be the number of nodes conquered by an alive component by round t + n 2 . Then at most S + 4S log n messages were sent in the network in rounds [t, t + n 2 ) due to this component. Indeed each node that is conquered requires only 1 message, and each internal node can fail to conquer at most log n external nodes, totalling in less than S + 2S log n messages (at most S messages for conquering, at most S log n failed conquests each of which costs 1 message to attempt the conquest and one kill or prune message sent back by the unconquered node). Kill messages (sent in the case when some tree in the component met some other tree whose messages have a larger signature) are bounded by twice the number of component edges. This number is in turn bounded by S log n.
If follows that the total number of messages sent due to alive components in rounds [t, t + n 2 ) is upper bounded by
where the second inequality follows from condition (3). Condition (1) implies |B| ≤ √ 2n. Moreover, by condition (2) we have that i∈A |Ŝ i | ≤ i∈A 2|S i | 2 , which, under condition (1), is maximized if |A| = √ 2n and |S i | = n/2, for all i ∈ A. Hence i∈A |Ŝ i | + i∈B |Ŝ i | ≤ 2n √ 2n < 4n 3/2 , which proves the claim.
Claims 1 and 2 show that O(n 3/2 log n) messages are sent in any segment of n 2 rounds. Since the total number of rounds used by Algorithm Span-and-Prune is in O(n 2 log n), this concludes the proof.
Arbitrary networks
Algorithm Extended Span-and-Prune, presented below, achieves consensus in arbitrary networks. For each node u, assign a unique number in [0, n − 1] to each node in G according to a breadth-first visit of the graph G starting from node u. Neighbors of a node v are visited according to the increasing order of port numbers, at node v, of the edges connecting them to v. Assign a label u to each node u as follows. Perform a breadth-first visit of the graph G; the visit starts from u, and the first term of u is 0. Let v be the current node in the visit and let v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v δ be the nodes connected to v by edges having port numbers 1, 2, . . . , δ at v, respectively. Let r i , be the number assigned to v i . For i going from 1 to δ, append r i to u . Clearly, two nodes in the same isomorphism class are assigned the same label by the above procedure. On the other hand, if two nodes u and v are assigned the same label u = v , then a port-preserving automorphism of G mapping u to v can be constructed by mapping node with number r i in the breadth-first visit of G starting from u to the node having the same number in the breadth-first visit of G starting from v. It follows that nodes in different isomorphism classes are assigned different labels. This in turn implies that it is possible to uniquely define the class C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c s } which is the isomorphism class corresponding to the lexicographically smallest label . Nodes in C will be called chiefs.
Each node u not in C selects as its chief the node in C closest to u, and among those with minimum distance, it selects the one with the shortest path of minimum code (see the previous subsection for the definition of a code). For each node having chief c i (including c i itself) construct a spanning tree of the whole network, rooted at c i , according to Rule 1, assign ranks to nodes in this spanning tree according to Rule 2, and prune it of all nodes that have smaller ranks in the spanning tree rooted at another chief c j . At the end of this process, each resulting tree T i contains exactly one node from each isomorphism class (n/s nodes for each tree). The trees rooted at chiefs c 1 , . . . , c s are disjoint and constitute a spanning forest of G.
Construct a s-node graph S (in general not simple) as follows. Nodes of S are the trees T i and there is an edge e between T i and T j in S, if and only if, there are two nodes u and v, respectively in T i and T j , that are connected by an edge e in G. Edge e in S is labeled with the set of pairs {(r ci (u), p u (e)), (r cj (v), p v (e))}, where r ci (u) and r cj (v) are the ranks of the endpoints of the edge e in the trees of their respective chiefs and p u (e) and p v (e) are the port numbers, respectively, at endpoints u and v of edge e. The graph S is fully symmetric. Hence, by Lemma 2, a fully symmetric spanning subgraph S of S can be constructed, having at most s log s edges. (Notice that Lemma 2 holds for non simple graphs as well.)
Consensus on S can be achieved by applying Algorithm Span-and-Prune. Algorithm Extended Span-and-Prune simulates an execution of Algorithm Spanand-Prune on network S in order to achieve consensus on network G. Below is a detailed description of the algorithm.
Algorithm Extended Span-and-Prune
Each node, when woken up, computes the isomorphism classes, identifies its chief (or selects itself as a chief) and constructs the rooted tree T i to which it belongs. No message exchange is needed to perform these tasks, as each node can perform this computation locally using its map of the network.
Nodes in a tree T i woken up by the adversary send their value to their parent in T i . These nodes never relay any value from other nodes in their tree. Nodes in T i woken up by a message containing the value from another node in T i only relay to their parent one value (i.e., the largest one they received in the round they got woken up). The root c i decides on a value which is among those first obtained (i.e., its own value in the case when it is woken up by the adversary, or the largest value received in the first non silent round). Once the chief c i of a tree is woken up and has decided on a value, c i informs all nodes in its tree T i (exactly n/s rounds are allotted to this task). Then all nodes in T i set their age counters to zero and T i starts the simulation of Algorithm Span-and-Prune. Let τ d and τ c be respectively the designed and the conquered trees (these are subtrees of the graph S , hence their nodes are the trees T i ) built during the simulation of Algorithm Span-and-Prune. Each round of the simulated algorithm takes n/s rounds. Hence, each phase takes 2s 2 · (n/s) = 2ns rounds. A message sent by node T i in round t of phase i over an edge e having label {(r ci (u), p u (e)), (r cj (v), p v (e))}, is simulated by sending the same message from node u to node v over edge e in round (n/s) · t of simulated phase i. Messages are relayed by the receiving node to all neighbors in its tree T i and relayed (inside T i ) in consecutive rounds, thus flooding the whole tree in at most n/s rounds. Hence all nodes in T i are informed of the received message by the time when one of them has to send another message in the next simulated round.
A node terminates executing the algorithm and decides on the value from the signature of messages coming from the root of the tree τ c to which it belongs, when the age in the signature of these messages reaches 2ns log s . Theorem 3. Let G be an arbitrary n-node network. Algorithm Extended Spanand-Prune achieves consensus in G using O(n 3/2 log 2 n) messages.
Lower bound
We now establish a lower bound on the message complexity of consensus in known networks. The result also holds for the classic, weaker version of the consensus problem.
Theorem 4. For every positive integer k and for n = 2 k , there exists a n-node network for which every consensus algorithm requires Ω(n log n) messages.
Do labels help?
In this section we answer the question whether the availability of distinct labels of nodes, with each node knowing its label, permits to decrease the complexity of consensus with respect to the anonymous setting. It turns out that the answer is negative for unknown networks and positive for known networks. First observe that if the network is unknown, then a slight modification of the argument for anonymous networks from the proof of Proposition 1 gives a lower bound Ω(n 2 ) on message complexity of consensus for the following class of n-node networks, even if all nodes have distinct labels. A network in this class is defined as follows. Take two cliques on disjoint sets A and B, each of size Θ(n). Replace a pair of edges {a, a } in A and {b, b } in B by the pair of "bridges" {a, b} and {a , b }. For any consensus algorithm, the adversary can label ports, so as to delay message transmissions through both bridges until Ω(n 2 ) messages have been sent. On the other hand, if the (labeled) network is known to the nodes, i.e., if a labeled map of the network (an isomorphic copy of it with all node labels marked) is available to all nodes, then consensus can be done more efficiently than in the anonymous setting with known network. Recall that in the anonymous setting with known network, some networks required Ω(n log n) messages for consensus. By contrast, in the labeled setting we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2. If all nodes have distinct labels and are provided with a labeled map of the network, then consensus can be done with O(n) messages for n-node networks. This complexity is optimal.
Proof. It is straightforward that at least n−1 messages have to be used (even for the classic, weaker version of consensus, and also for establishing global time). In order to give a consensus algorithm using O(n) messages, first observe that all nodes can find a common rooted spanning tree T without any message exchange, by choosing the node with the largest label as the root and applying a fixed spanning tree construction procedure. Once the tree T is fixed, consensus can be achieved as follows. Any node woken up by the adversary sends its input value to its parent in T . Any node other than the root relays only one value to its parent (the one it got first and if it got many values simultaneously first, then it relays the largest of them). The root adopts the value received first (if it was woken up by the adversary, this is its own input value), and if it got many values simultaneously first, then it adopts the largest of them). Then the root sends the adopted value down the tree and consensus is made on this value. Together with the value, the root sends a message "consensus will be achieved in x rounds" with the counter x initialized to n. At each transmission the counter is decreased by 1, and nodes use their local clocks to make the agreement in the same round. At most two messages travel on each edge of the tree: one up and one down. Hence the number of messages is at most 2n − 2.
Conclusion
We gave bounds on the message complexity of consensus in anonymous message passing systems. For unknown networks our bounds are tight and give Θ(n 2 ) complexity. For known networks we showed that the complexity of consensus is significantly smaller. In this scenario our bounds differ by a factor √ n log n: the upper bound is O(n 3/2 log 2 n) while the lower bound is Ω(n log n). Closing this gap is a natural open problem.
